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Sometimes I tell younger people that I have forgotten more than they
know. Such a remark rolls off my tongue when I run head long into the
new technology that is supposed to make all our lives better. Recently
I have been trying to hold my peace, because I am being dragged into
the 21st century; bucking, kicking, spitting and gagging. Moving from
the Fred Flinstone Age is not easy, especially if you are a dinosaur.
Thank goodness Number Two Son, has taken pity on his sire. Without
his charity neither myself nor my bride would have a clue about the
new fangled gizzmos that George Jetson uses.
Let me set the stage of this one act play, not yet determined to be a
comedy or tragedy. My bride and I are proud owners of an Apple
iPhone 6S and an Apple iPad. These have replaced our flip phones.
The only problem is the smart phones are more intelligent than the
users.
The reason I mention my frustration is to highlight the point there is no
user manual for either device. The majority of my adult life and all of
my married life I did technical work. I provided operator training and
operating instructions. Most customers discarded them and called me
if they had questions. Everyone else on the planet, over the age of
four, knows how to use both of the tools I now own. Being a dinosaur,
I read user manuals. I think it offensive to have a toy or tool and not
know what all the buttons are for.
Don't be like everyone else on the planet, knowing how to operate
tools and toys, but unable to fulfill your Creator's purpose. Find your
user manual. Review it. Then give thanks to your creator asking any
questions you need help with. Be blessed. The call is free.
I do not apologize for allowing my divine destiny to show!

